Eagle Academy
School Accountability Committee
September 17, 2018
Agenda and Minutes

**Mission:** Eagle Academy is committed to providing students with a multi-faceted, relevant learning experience that nurtures confidence and facilitates exploration and self-discovery.

**Vision:** At Eagle Academy we are focused on encouraging students to fulfill graduation requirements in an accelerated, academic, and supportive environment. This will be accomplished by students, faculty, staff, parents and community working together towards student success.

Eagle Academy SAC Membership:

Janet Closs - Chairperson
Deena Brown – Vice-Chairperson/DAC Liaison
TBA - Recorder/Voting Member
TBA – Community Member
John Closs – Non-Voting Member
Andrea Rietsch – Teacher
Student: Matt Glidewell Student President
Giuliana Battaglioli – Principal Secretary
Jeff Broeker - Principal

In attendance:
Claudia Delgado - Security Specialist
Ted Bathauer- SRO, City of Lone Tree

- **Welcome**
  - **Missing:** Giuliana Battaglioli, Matt Glidewell

- **Safety/Security Update**
  - Report on Community - Claudia/Ted
    - Claudia: We had several issues with kids. We had a student underage caught with paraphernalia. Claudia showed photos of the items and explained them. Please look to “Groupon” they can purchase paraphernalia. Also an issue with a student who looked under the influence. One more issue of a student who defied and left school. Did a restorative circle to reintegrate the student.
    - Ted: PD will evaluate what is best for the student. They do a CIT referral for the family too. Talked about restorative justice protocol. Emphasized accepting the student back into the community. Restorative Justice has been modeled in a class setting. There are volunteers available to help us. Chris Larson is out (for about couple of months), Ted’s partner. Ted has all 4 schools.
  - Restorative Justice - Added to our 2018-19 PD Calendar
Elise C will be in to do part 2 of the training this Friday (9/21)

- **New Hires**
  - Lauren Yocum - Educational Assistant. Eagle Graduate!! Our first educational assistant. She works with our special needs students. Students she is working with are making gains. She goes class to class to help.
  - Shaun Martin- English Teacher (Took Mr. Hoaglin’s position). He has experience at Castle View and Renaissance. Well received.

- **Community Events**
  - International Thespian Society
    - Ms. Wende Wolf-Perez, English Teacher, background in theater arts. We are a charter member. Students going to competition. Eagle fronted the money. The students are trying to raise the money. “Expression Learning” through the arts.
  - Stone Canyon
    - Field trip to outdoor education. Volunteers welcomed! Zip Lines, Escape Room and Archery.
  - Monthly Teacher Potluck
    - We celebrate each other during dinner once a month.

- **2018-19 Schedule**
  - **Regular Day Schedule**
    - Period 1      1:10 - 2:21 (T, W, Th)
    - Period 2      2:30 - 4:17 pm
    - Period 3      4:20 - 6:07 pm
    - Break          6:07 - 6:44 pm
    - Period 4      6:44 - 7:38 pm
    - Period 5      7:41 - 8:35 pm
  - Curriculum additions: Offered to all students and extends our school hours.
    - Still honor the kids who jobs.
    - Meteorology
    - Film Design
    - Costume and Make-up Design

- **UIP - Andrea**
  - Presentation of Star Pretest data for cohort A
  - Need to present I-Ready testing

- **MLO/Bond - Jeff**
  - Have posted posters that have information. Only informational. We cannot take a pro/con approach during school hours. Coached staff on what is permissible in school and not permissible in school. Bond issue for building improvement. Mill Levy= security, salaries, benefits and bolstering mental health help for our kids.
  - John asked average increase. Jeff noted that the information is on the poster.

- **SAC Positions for 2018-19**
We need to look for positions for voting and community member. We have 3 meetings left this year. Does not have to have students in our school.

- Standing Items for Agenda:
  - **UIP**: Show the UIP and how it is presented
  - **Data Sets**: Show CMASS and SAT/PSAT results
  - Next meeting, possible early November.
  - Culture and Climate Data Results

Next Meeting - TBA